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Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Classifying risky cannabis involvement in young adults using the Marijuana
Consequences Questionnaire (MACQ)
Read J et al
Addictive Behaviors Vol 129 classifying risky cannabis

Orbitofrontal cortex subregion inhibition during binge-like and aversion-resistant
alcohol drinking
Schuh K et al
Alcohol Vol 99 (Mar) 1-8
Autism
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Challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic among individuals with Autism Spectrum
Disorder
Bitan D et al
Jama Psychiatry online first covid 19 beyond tomorrow

Deep learning identifies robust gender differences in functional brain organization and
their dissociable links to clinical symptoms in autism
Supekar K et al
BJPsych 220 (4) 202-209

Review of assistive technology in the training of children with autism spectrum
disorders
Gkiolnyta E et al
International Journal of Developmental Disabilities 68 (2) 73-85

Measuring individual differences in measures of autism spectrum disorders:
recognizing the role of general intelligence
Coyle T, Elpers K
Journal of Individual Differences 43 (1) 28-34
Bereavement and grief
Using simulation to help paediatric nurses to break bad news
Cust F et al
Nursing Times 118 (3) 45-46

A scoping review of interventions for spousal bereavement in older adults
Davidow J et al
American Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry 30 (3) 404-418
Child and Adolescent Issues
Improving the experience of young people in mental health crisis
Kerr C
Nursing Times 118 (3) 24-25

Services for children with gender dysphoria need fundamental reform, says interim
review
Dyer C
BMJ 376 (8329) services for children

Coping strategy enhancement for the treatment of distressing voices in young people:
a service evaluation within routine clinical practice
2

Hayward M et al
Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry epub coping strategy

Classification of suicidal thoughts and behaviour in children: results from penalised
logistic regression analyses in the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development study
Van Velzen L et al
BJPsych 220 (4) 210-218

Covid-19
Missed appointments during Covid-19: the impact of telehealth for persons
experiencing homelessness with substance use disorders
Toseed M et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 63 (Mar) missed appointments

Telepsychiatry during the Covid-19 pandemic: an experience in a low resource setting
Motamed M et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 63 (Mar) telepsychiatry

Mental problems of patients recovered from Covid-19: clinical outcomes
Ahmadi R et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 63 (Mar) mental problems
Dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease
Accessibility of health care experienced by persons with dementia from ethnic
minority groups and formal and informal caregivers: a scoping review of European
literature
Duran-Kirec G
Dementia 21 (2) 677-700

Associations between neuropsychiatric symptoms and neuropathological diagnoses
of Alzheimer Disease and related dementias
Davangere P et al
JAMA onlinefirst neuropsychiatric symptoms

Music as a person centred intervention for dementia
Bolton L et al
BMJ 376 (8329) music

Ambient bright lighting in the morning improves sleep disturbances of older adults
with dementia
Liu C et al
3

Sleep Medicine Vol 89 (Jan) 1-9

Depression

Ensuring care for people with depression
Horton, R
Lancet 399 (10328) 885

Time for united action on depression: a Lancet–World Psychiatric Association
Commission
Helen Herrman et al
Lancet 399 (10328) 957-1022

A randomized controlled trial of Tai Chi Chih or Health Education for geriatric
depression
Lavretsky H et al
American Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry 30 (3) 392-403
Disorders
Effectiveness of predominantly group schema therapy and combined individual and
group schema therapy for borderline personality disorder: a randomized clinical trial
Arntz A et ak
JAMA online first group schema therapy

Effects of Psilocybin-assisted therapy on major depressive disorder: a randomized
clinical trial
David A
JAMA Psychiatry online first psilocybin-assisted therapy
Eating Disorders
Caring for patients with anorexia nervosa in the time of Covid-19
Salmon J
Nursing Times 118 (3) 37-39

Applying online parental guided self-help family-based treatment for adolescent
anorexia nervosa: a comparison to family-based treatment delivered by
videoconferencing
Couturier et al
Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry epub applying online parental
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Mindfulness and eating disorders: a network analysis
Sala M et al
Behavior Therapy 53 (2) 224-239
Eating behavior – choice or reconstruction of past experience? A randomized clinical
trial of changing eating intentions of health adults through hypnotic suggestions
Comsa L et al
Behavior Therapy 53 (2) 323-333
Intellectual Disabilities
Complex but rewarding patients: the consultant in learning disabilities
The consultant psychiatrist for people with learning disability tells Adrian O’Dowd why he was drawn
to help patients that he felt were side-lined in society
BMJ 376 (8330) complex but rewarding

Promoting physical activity through exergaming in young adults with intellectual
disabilities: a pilot study
Ryuh C et al
International Journal of Development Disabilities 658 (2) 227-233

Expanding opportunities for work and citizenship: participation of people with
intellectual disabilities in voluntary work
Melboe L et al
Scandanavian Journal of Disability Research 24 (1) 109-121

The European guideline on the assessment and diagnosis of psychiatric disorders in
adults with intellectual disabilities
Perera B et al
European Journal of Psychiatry 36 (1) 11-25
LGBTQ+
Suicidal and nonsuicidal self-harming thoughts and behaviors in clinically referred
children and adolescents with gender dysphoria
Hartig A et al
Clinical Child Psychiatry and Psychology epub Suicidal and nonsuicidal self-harming
thoughts
“I want to go to a place that’s openly talking about the experiences of people of color
who also identify as LGBTQ+”: cultural, religious and spiritual experiences of LGBTQ
people of color
Lockett G et al
5

Spirituality in Clinical Practice 2022 people of color

Mental health provider training to improve LGBTQ competence and reduce implicit
and explicit bias: a randomized controlled trial of online and in-person delivery
Clark K et al
Psychology of Sexual Orientation and Gender Diversity 2022 mental health provider
Mental Health and Physical Activity
None this month
Mindfulness/Wellbeing
Mindfulness-based interventions to reduce stress and burnout in nurses: an
integrative review
Armstrong J, Turne L
British Journal of Mental Health Nursing 11 (1) mindfulness

Mindfulness-based interventions reducing and preventing stress burnout in medical
students: a systematic review and meta-analysis
Hathaisaard C et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 63 (Mar) mindfulness based interventions
Miscellaneous
Supporting mental health in people with cardiovascular disease
Susan Dawkes
Journal of Cardiac Nursing 17 (3) Supporting mental health
Professional
A new paradigm in psychiatry: international research and clinical collaborations of
early-career psychiatrists
Shoib S et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 63 (Mar) a new paradigm
Schizophrenia
Validity and usefulness of the short form of the Drinking Motives Questionnaire
Revised (DMQ-R SF) among patients with schizophrenia
Gierski F et al
Addictive Behaviors Vol 129 (Jun) validity and usefulness
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Innovations in the psychopathology of schizophrenia: a primer for busy clinicians
Wilson P et al
BJPsych Advances 28 (2) 79-89
Self-harm and Suicide
Staff attitudes, beliefs and responses towards self-harm: a systematised literature
review
Akinola P, Rayner G
British Journal of Mental Health Nursing 11 (1) staff attitudes

Suicidal vulnerability in older adults and the elderly: study based on risk variables
Sanchez-Teruel D et al
BJPsych Open 8 (3) suicidal vulnerability

The opportunities and challenges of regulating the internet for self-harm and suicide
prevention
Morrisey J et al (Samaritans)
Journal of Crisis Intervention and Suicide Prevention 43 (2) 77-82

Exploring the suicidal continuum: deliberate self-harm diversity and severity as
predictors of suicidal ideation and suicide attempts
Duarte E et al
Psychiatry Research Vol 309 exploring the suicidal continuum
Sleep health/Disorders
False beliefs about sleep and their associations with sleep-related behavior
Pantesco E, Kan I
Sleep Health 8 (2) 216-224

Associations between sleep bruxism and other sleep-related disorders in adults: a
systematic review
Kuang B et al
Sleep Medicine Vol 89 (Jan) 31-47
Alzheimer’s Disease and sleep disorders: insights into the possible disease
connections and the potential therapeutic targets
Marde V et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 68 (Feb) alzheimers and sleep
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Intraindividual variability in sleep among people with insomnia and its relationship
with sleep, health and lifestyle factors: an exploratory study
Bredeli E et al
Sleep Medicine Vol 89 (Jan) 132-140

A brief clinician training program to manage sleep problems in ADHD: what works and
what do clinicians and parents think?
Sciberras E et al
Sleep Medicine Vol 89 (Jan) 185-192
Cognitive behaviour therapy for insomnia works: It’s time to make accessible
Cunnington D
Sleep Medicine Reviews Vol 61 (Feb) cognitive behaviour therapy

Therapies/OT in mental health
Mental health – an area of high priority in occupational therapy
Eklund M
British Journal of Occupational Therapy 84 (9) 529-530

Outcomes of the Tree Theme Method versus regular occupational therapy: a
longitudinal follow-up
Depression and anxiety disorders affect individuals’ everyday lives, and treatments that can help
them to perform everyday occupations are needed. Occupational therapy for this group has been
evaluated from a short-term perspective but not from a long-term perspective; further research
is thus warranted. The aim of the study was to investigate the longitudinal outcomes of the Tree
Theme Method (TTM provided by occupational therapists, in terms of everyday occupations,
psychological symptoms, and health-related aspects.) compared with care as usual
Gunnarsson B et al
Australian Occupational Therapy Journal 2022 tree theme method

Dialectical behaviour therapy skills training groups for common mental health
disorders: a systematic review and meta-analysis
Joyce K et al
Journal of Affective Disorders 300 (Mar) 305-313

Online therapy: an added value for inpatient routine care? Perspectives from mental
health care professionals
Sander J et al
European Archives of Psychiatry & Clinical Neuroscience 272 (1) 107-118
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Explaining engagement in outpatient therapy among adults with serious mental
health conditions by degree of therapeutic alliance, therapist empathy and perceived
coercion
Mallonee J et al
Psychiatric Rehabilitation Journal 45 (1) 79-88
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